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These are just guidelines, feel free to paint/decorate however you choose.
For smaller pieces, place a strip of tape sticky side up on your table, place the smaller piece on it, this will hold
them down while you paint. 
Some areas may require 2-3 coats, let dry completely before applying additional coats. After painting, some
pieces may have tiny fibers that swell and cause a rough texture, use a fine grit sand paper and very lightly sand
smooth.

Tips:

Layout all your pieces first to ensure you are painting the correct side.
With masking tape, tape off a stripe in the middle. This can be the same size as the word Spring
or smaller so the letters hangover. You can also add a strip as a diagonal or move the strip
closer to the bottom for a different look. Paint the top and bottom white. This will require a few
coats. Water down the paint to help it flow over the wood. 
Paint the letters using the makeup sponge.
Once it is completely dry glue the letters on. 
Bow: Cut the ribbon 36" long. Find the center of your ribbon, lay it with the pattern side down.
Create 2 loops and 2 tails by crisscrossing the ribbon. Layer the second piece of ribbon in the
same way on top of the other crisscross. Gather and pinch ribbons in the center and tie with 18"
of jute. Do not over tighten to allow the bow to be adjusted.
Pull tails down and open loops gently. Pull tails gently to adjust the size of loops. Once all the
loops are even and adjusted as desired, tighten the jute. Cut the tails at a dovetail to finish off
the bow.
Gather bow, floral, and zip tie with the self-adhesive clip cut excess zip tie. Attach bow and
floral to the sign with clip.
Use the rest of the jute as a hanger for the sign.

 Instructions:

We love seeing your crafty time, process, and creations!! Share your story with us!!

Hello Spring Round Sign
Masking Tape
Ruler (optional)
Baby Wipes or Damp
Rag/Paper Towel
Water rinse cup
Table Cloth
Rag/Paper towels

What you need:Your kit contains:

redbyrddesigns.com

Enjoy!!

16" Round Base, Hello Spring
6 Paint Pots, Black Sponge
Brush, Makeup Sponge, &
Paint Tray
Super Glue & Sanding Block
2 pc Floral, Burlap Ribbon, 1
Clip, Zip Tie, & Jute


